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Choose the correct verb form in the following statements. 
1.  There is/are three hotels in my town. 
2.  There is/are a bus stop near our school. 
3. There is/are a very beautiful river in my country. 
4.  There is/are many types of restaurants. 
5. There is/are a wonderful beach near that hotel. 
6. There is/are many countries in the world. 
7. There is/are fourteen stores in the shopping center. 
8. There is/are a sports complex downtown. 

Choose the letter that best completes each of the following 

statements. 
9.  Rosa:  “Is there a fast food restaurant in this neighborhood?” Doris:  “No, but __ downtown.” 
A. there are one  
B. there aren’t any 
C. is there    
D. there is one 

 
10.  Lucita:  “Is there a bank near here?” Alex:  “Yes! __” 
A. There’s some on the corner.  
 B. There’s one on the corner. 
C. We don’t have any.   
 D. It’s on the other side of town. 
 
11.  Maria:  “Is there a gym around here?” Alba:  “No, __, but there is one near the park.” 
A. there are   
B. there is 
C. there aren’t    
D. there isn’t 
 
12.  Roxy:  “Are there any shopping malls near the hotel?”  Pat:  “Yes, __ several, but they’re 
expensive!” 
A. there is   
B. they are 
C. there aren’t   
D. there are 
 
13.  Ricky:  “Is there a barbershop in the mall?” 



 Eduard:  “Yes, __.  It’s by the movie theater.” 
A. there is  
B. it’s one 
C. there are  
D. it’s on 

 
14. Simon:  “Are there any bookstores in this town?”Diana:  “No, __, but there are some in 
Mexico City.” 
A. there are  
B. there is 
C. there isn’t  
D. there aren’t 

 
15. Alice:  “Is there an internet cafe in this neighborhood?” Karla:  “No, __.  There are several 
across town though.” 
A. there aren’t 
B. there is 
C. there isn’t   
D. they do 

 
16.  Robert:  “Are there many discos downtown?”Luisa:  “No, __, but there is one near the 
university. 
A. there is    
 B. there isn’t 
C. there aren’t  
D. there are 
 

Fill in the blanks with the correct name of the room or space of 

the house. 

17. A __ is a large room where people usually sleep for 
the night and/or for relaxation during the day. 
 

18. A__ is also known as sitting room, lounge room 
or lounge. It is used for entertaining guests, reading, 
watching TV or other activities.  
 

19. A __ is a room for food preparation including cooking, and sometimes also for eating and 
entertaining guests.  
 

20. A __ is a space in a house, building or residence for parking a car. 

 

21. A __ is a room where people can take a bath or wash their hands. 
 

22 A __ is the part of a house or a building that iseither completely or partially underground 
.  

23. An __ is the space found directly above the topfloor of a house. It fills the space between the 
top loor of a house and the roof. 
 



Complete the following sentences with the correct preposition: 

in, at, or on. 

24 Will you wait for me __ the bus stop? 

 

25 Juana is __ her bedroom. 

 

25.  Doris’s books are lying __ the floor. 

 

26.  The girls didn’t want to spend a long time __  the carnival. 

 

27.  I let the cat sit __ my lap, but then suddenly it jumped__ my face! 
 

28.  Do you live __ the city or __ the country? 

 

29  Tom arrives __ the school building just in time every morning. 
 

30.  The rancher built a fence to keep his cows __  the pasture 
. 

31.  Karla and Mario are out practicing __ the ootball field. 

.  From here, Horacio could see a light __ the window 

. 

32.  The old house had so much grime __ the windowsthat Bradley could hardly see inside. 
 

33.  The shepherd boy grazed his flock __ the grassy hillside 
. 

34.  The audience threw tomatoes __ the  terrible comedian. 
 

35.  Wrestling isn’t real; those guys __ the ring are just pretending. 
 

36.  Dimas works __ the field of network administration,while Marty works  web design.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

.  The car stalled and got stuck __ the street. 
 

37.  Alma lives __ Second Street. 
 
38.  If Walter doesn’t make any money on his book, he’llbe out the street   
. 

39.  I use my cellular phone when I’m __ the bus, but never while I’m the car. 
 

40.  Passengers are not allowed to use electronic devices __ airplanes during takeoff and 
landing. 
 

Choose the letter that best answers the following questions.   
41. What is your mother like? 
A. She’s outgoing. 
B. She works in a bank. 

 



42. What do your brothers look like? 
 A. They are very young and handsome. 
 B. They like to play soccer 
. 
43. What does your best friend look like? 
A. She likes to watch talk shows. 
B. She is tall, fat, and friendly. 
 
44. What are you like? 
 A. I really like to eat. 
 B. I’m a responsible person. 

 
45. What does your father look like? 
A. He is an important person. 
B. He is short and chubby. 
 

Fill in the blanks with the corresponding family relationship. Study the 

following family tree to complete every statement. Use, the words 

given below.  
uncle grandson grandmother grandfather c 

Rosa and Miguel have two _(46)_: Jesus and Mayra. 
 

Their _(47)_ Juan and his _(48)_ Maria have a six-year-old girl, Abby 
 
Their _(49)_ Mayra and her _(50)_ Arnold have a baby boy, Josue. 
 
Miguel is Maria and Arnold’s _(51)_ . Rosa is their _(52)_.Maria is Rosa and Miguel’s 
_(53)_ and Mayra’s _(54)_. 
 
Arnold is Rosa and Miguel’s _(55)_ and Juan’s _(56)_. 
 
Abby’s _(57)_, Juan and Maria, are Josue’s _(58)_ and _(59)_ 

. 
Abby is Mayra and Arnold’s _(60)_. Josue is Juan and Maria’s _(61)_. 
 
Abby and Josue are _(62)_. They have the same grandparents.Miguel is their 
_(63)_ and Rosa is their _(64)_. 
 
 Juan is Rosa and Miguel’s _(65)_ and Abby is their _(66)_. 
 

Choose the letter that best 

 
67.  Karen doesn’t like  
 A. doing 
B. making 
 
68.  However, she __ most of the cooking. 
 A. does 



  B makes 
 

Choose the letter that best completes the statements below. 
69.  Karen doesn’t like __ housework. 
 A. doing 
B. making 
 
70.  However, she __ most of the cooking. 
 A. does 
B. makes 
 
71.  Last night, she __ a very good dinner. 
 A. made 
 B. did 
 
72.  She also __ dessert. 
 A. did 
B. made 
 
73.  Her roommate Loly usually __ the dishes. 
 A. does 
 B. makes 

Complete the following statements by choosing the correct letter.   

 
74.  Can you __ a reservation for me? 
A. do 
B. make 
 
75.  I’ll __ the shopping and you choose the wine. 
A. do 
B. make 
 
76.  If you don’t __ the travel arrangements soon, itwill be too late. 
A. do 
B. make 
 
.  David doesn’t __ much money. 
 A. do 
B. make 
 
77.  I’ll __ the housework later. Let’s go to the beachnow. 
A do 
B make 
 
78.  I’ll __ the appointment for 2:00 in the afternoon. 
A. do 
B. make 
 


